
意大利ITALCAMME 平行凸轮分割器

产品名称 意大利ITALCAMME 平行凸轮分割器

公司名称 上海荣冀贸易有限公司

价格 面议

规格参数 品牌:ITALCAMME
型号:ITC
出力轴容许径向负荷:--（kgf）

公司地址 上海市松江区人民南路60号第2幢A2室

联系电话 021-63203807 15001995558

产品详情

introduction

flat indexers are cam mechanisms designed to convert the uniform rotating motion of the input shaft (input) to
intermittent motion of the output shaft (output). these mechanisms are characterised by having parallel input and
output shafts.

motion is transmitted by a pair of conjungated-contour cams keyed to the input shaft and coupled with a roller
detector on the output shaft. cam profiles are designed to have always two opposite rollers in contact (one for each
cam) in order to take up the slack: with consequent improvement in precision and repeatability of positioning, in
decreasing noise and vibrations and in reducing wear. intermittent - oscillating drives are contained in airtight - cast
iron boxes. all surfaces present machined planes and threaded mounting holes. the mechanism doesn’t need
scheduled maintenance because it is used a long life lubricating grease.

project parameters

parallel axis intermittent drives are classified on the basis of three main parameters:

wheelbase: distance between input and output shaft (i)number of stops (s)displacement angle (b)

the series of standard itc drives produced by italcamme includes a wide range of combinations of these parameters,
suitable for covering most of applications of these devices. we also build special types in order to satisfy customer
specifications.

the wheelbase (i) determines the size of the unit and its mechanical characteristics. it must be chosen on the basis of the
static and dynamic characteristics of the applied load.



the number of stops (s) is the number of stops of the output shaft while completing a single rotation. the amplitude of
output shaft rotation between one station and the next is called "angular stroke" and is calculated by the simple
equation: h = 360 / s (degrees).

the displacement angle (b) is the rotation angle of the input shaft corresponding to the movement of the output shaft
from one station to the next one. the cycle is completed by a rest phase corresponding to one input shaft rotation,
called pause angle, which normally is not reported in the catalogue, since it is easily determined by the difference
between the cycle angle and the displacement angle. one cycle corresponds, for the input shaft, to a rotation of 360
degrees for indexers having 1 to 4 stations, whereas for indexers having 6 and 8 stations, the rotation is 180 degrees.

standard laws of motion

long term experience in the field of cams has led italcamme to the development of laws of motion for the produced
mechanisms, which represent the best kinematic and dynamic properties.

the standardised laws of motion are characterised by continuous acceleration curves, without sharp variations at any
point during the movement, those are symmetrical, with the axis of symmetry coinciding with the mid-point of the
movement; initial and final speed and acceleration values are zero.

each law is distinguished by its own speed (cv) and acceleration (ca) coefficients, which respectively represent the
maximum speed and acceleration for a unit displacement implemented in the unit of time. the laws of motion
normally used are the following:

cycloidal (cv=2, ca=6.28)

this curve is also known as a sinusoidal curve. among the standardised curves, this one has the highest maximum
acceleration value, but it also has the smoothest passage from zero acceleration to full acceleration.

modified cycloidal (cv=1.76, ca=5.53)

this curve is obtained by the combination of the sinusoidal acceleration curve and cosinusoidal acceleration curve. its
main characteristic is that it features, among the standardised curves, the smoothest passage between maximum
acceleration and maximum deceleration values. it’s also known as modified sinusoidal.

modified trapezoidal (cv=2, ca=4.89)

this curve is obtained from the combination of the sinusoidal acceleration curve and constant acceleration curve. its
main characteristic is that, among the standardised curves, it has the lowest maximum acceleration.

modified sinusoidal with section at constant speed (cv=1.4, ca=6.62)

this curve is obtained from the modified cycloidal curve. the introduction of a section with constant speed and zero
acceleration at the middle point of the acceleration curve reduces maximum speed and makes this curve especially
suitable for applications with long strokes. this curve is the prototype of a family of derived curves, differentiated by
their slightly different acceleration and speed coefficient values, which are applied in specific cases, where they are
more advantageous than standard normalised curves.

本产品的品牌是ITALCAMME，型号是ITC，出力轴容许径向负荷是--（kgf），出力轴容许轴向负荷是--
（kgf），出力轴容许力矩是--（kgf-m），入力轴容许径向负荷是--（kgf），入力轴最大弯曲力矩是--（k
gf），入力轴最大扭矩是--（kgf-m），入力轴的GD2是--（kgf-



m2），标准定位精度是--（sec），重量是--（kg）
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